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JKMAlamo~ %an a long history of research in laser bchnclogy, and over the past few year~ we have bgun ta
build a program directing some of that te+nolo~ tQ a variety of applications in biol~ and medicine. As
examples, two of these activitie- will be deacrikl in tiis manuscript: 1) the uae of ● laoer intmferometar b
measure the mlc-rowsve aborption qwctmm of DNA and 2)opectrsl measuremiento of the secondary light
produced during Iaaer cornea] ablation.

1. =~ OF THE I.X)W.FREQUENCY ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF DNA

In a Physical Review JAtar published in 1984 1, mnd in following work2, Edwards, Davis, Saffer, and
Swicord (EDSS) reporbcl the obamwation of n~rrowhnd foaturea in the l-b-10 Ghz microwave absorption
spectrum of plasmid DNA in ●queow solution, leading the ●uthors ta infer the existince of vibrational
modes of DNA with ●at.onishingly longer %laxstion times (-300 ps) then would otherwice be expacbd for a
large molecule in intims~ contact with ● room hmperature solvent. Theoretical workers have since
sugge~tad, on the one hand, that a nonlinear wave ●quation with stable aolitin-like solutions might
deecribe the acoustic exci~tions of the hydrogen-trended DNA chaing, or on the other hand, that elastic
coupling rather than the expecbd viwous coupling of the molecule ta the surrounding solvent leads to an
enhancement of the lifetimes nf the molecule’s conventional linear nomnal modes’.

The experirnentil technique employed by EDSS (a semi.automaticl network ●nalyzer) is not inherently
well -uui@d for measurements in samples of large dielectric constsnt snd requires extreme care to avoid
in~trumental artifacte. Additional experimental work carwiilly performed by two independent groups
uning essentially similar inatrumenbtion, however, failed tQ reproduce the ED8S obae~ations.516

Despite these negative remIl@ the far-reaching implications for both physlca and biol~ that the EDSS
obtemations may hold have motivatid us b conduct our own March for rewnant dielectric ●bsorption in
dilute solutions of oupercolled circular DNA (pUC6c,2), In order b offer as definitive ●n experiment ●s
ponsible, howevor, we hmve chosen to uae an ontirdy different a~mscopic bchnique, ●nd have developed
our own microwave spectrometer hml on laaor lnhrferomet~, This new bchnique i~ especially suited ta
mensurementi of liquid samples with large dielectrlr mmstanti, In the ●xparimentn of EDSS ●nd others,
purely dielectrometric measurement of the rml and lmagina~ parts of the dielectric fbnction ●re used ta
indirectly detamnine the atmorptlon mefflcient of the aamplo. This appiasch raqukec great ●tbntion to the
detail~ of the ~mple gaomet~ and data reduction In order k ●void syntematlc artifacti, The spectrol~eter
we hove conrtrucbd utea a laaar intarferometar ●- ● photothennal debctor to dirw-fly meaoure the Be,lr’s-
LAw decay, filong ●n open parallel-conductor tranamldon Ilno, of t+e microwave power depoeibd 1:1●n
●bnorblng sample, T’he ●ccuracy of our ry-tim, which la deuribed In detail in Ref, [7], is easily veri,7ed by
compnriaon wkh well-ootablithed Iltarmturo values for the dieloctrlc ccmo~t of pure watar. To prom our



investigations further, we have not only taken data in a frequency range that overlaps the range where
absorption features were obse~ed by EDSS, but have also investigated the previously unexplored (by any
authors) 10-20 Ghz range, where EDSS expected the observation of additional harmonics of lower-
frequency modes. -
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the beer.intmferometer microwave tpectrometar.

Our laser inta=farometer syctim i- illuctrahd in Fig. 1. This system is an example of a “photdhennal
detector” capable of zero-background detection of weak aboorbers, or conversely of weakiy-illnminatsd
strong dxorbars (our cane: Ieot than 100 mW of peak microwave power reaches the sample, ●nd the net
temperature increaee of the mrnpla ic ]eee than 0,1 K). This spectroscopic *hn{que otmdo in contrast to
the conventional time-domain rdiectometer ●nd network ●nalyzer techniques - not zero-background
methods - that require the measurement of -mall changes in large tignals, Anothor ●dvantage of the
aWctrometer it that it can easily measure ●bsorption coe~cienta in media with Iargn c’ ●nd c“ (such as
watar) which generally preeenta difficulties for the tmditional methh. It ohould also be noted that -ince a
transmission line is used, the spectrometm is intrinsically capable of broadband measurement,



For these measurements the same plasmid DNA wan used as in Refs. [1,2,5,61 and was produced in
precisely the same manner. Plasmid pUCk2 DNA (5480 bp), which is essentially a dimer of pUC8 (2740
bp), was prepared from a culture of host l!?.coii .

Figure 2 shows the absorption epectrum, f+om 6 to 20 GHz, of the buffered solution of DNA plotted in terms of
the percentage change in absorption, As/a, due to the ●ddition of DNA to the buffer solution. [Aa = tiuffer +

DNA) - a(buffer), and in the denominator o = a(buffer)]. In these measurements the concentration of
DNA was 0.7 m~ml, the same concentration ax that wed in Wfs. [1,2]. ]t is clear, at this ~oncentration,
that there is no significant difference in excess of the 1-2% sbtistical fluctuations. The original data of
EDSS is represented by the dashed line.
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Figure 2. The ab~olute absorption ~pactrum of DNA TIM dashed lin~ represent the EDSS
data for comparimn

However, one interesting consequence of theoe ttudies has been the realization that while low-level
electromagnetic radiation may not aignifica.ntly change the bulk Umperature of a solution of biological
molecules, it does not mean that ●ny physiological effects muot be the consequence of “non-thermal”
reactions, Given the large differences in ?alt concentration ●rid/or pH that can exist between the intra-
cellular and extrn-cellular regions, or between different domains within the cell, it is quiti reasonable to
expect that there may be significant difference in th~ ●bsorption caeff’lcients and hence large temporaw
difference- in temperature, even though that io not evidenced by measurement of the bulk temperature of
the bath. Such local differences in temperature certainly can have physiological/biological
consequences.

2, MEASUREMENT OF THE SECONDARY LI(3RT DURING k? XASER ~~ ABIATION

Photochemical ablation of the cornea with 193-nm ArF ●xcinlel photono it being uned oucceed’ully irI
human clinical trial~ to change the ohape of the cornea for the correction of vi~ion defects, This



fluorescence, etc.) that accompany tissue ablation. In this investigation we have measured the spectmm
and energy density of the aeconda~ emission to detemine if this light is a threat to the safe~ of the cornea]
resculpting procedure.

We exposed enucleated human ●yes ta ArF laaer beams of uniform energy density in the 25-1000 mJ/cm2
range, which is from blow the ablation threshold to well above operational reaculpting values. Spectra
were collected with troth fibr ●nd imaging aysbems, dispemed by a I/3-m spectrometer, and detected and
recorded by an intensified diode amay. The spectra were comctid for the wavelength responses of the
complete detection systims.

The time behavior of the aeconda~ emission was obtained by replacing the opectromebr with a photodiode
detector. Adding band-pa-s filters before the photodiode gave the time response in various spectral bands,
which proved to be of interest. The energy density of the aeconda~ light on the cornea was derived from the
photodiode signal amplitudes by comparison to the signals generated by meusured eneqy densities of 308-
nm (XeCl laser) light. This known beam was scattmed from a ground quartz plate in the plane of the
cornea, The 308-nm laser line was conveniently close b the peak of the secondary light spectmm.

W%ile the emission appeared faintly sodium-orange ta the observer, the spectrum WM ●ctually like that of
Fgure 3, with a very strong ultraviolet peak tailing into the visible. In the currected spectrum of the figure,
the sodium lines are barely diacemible. The peak wavelength moved ●round slightly with the age (time
since enuclcation) of the eye, but was always close to 310 nm.
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Fig 3 Normalized spectrum of the secondary light during ArF laser ablation of human
cornea] timue, The ~hort-wavelenfi limit af the data was due b detector limi~tions,



There was also an eye age factar obaemed in the time behavior of the eecondary light. The older eyea had a
strong comelation between ablative energy densities and a sharp 2-3 ns leading edge spike at a wavelength
shorter than 320 nm. In fresher eyes (l-2 days) this comelation between ablation and uv spike was less
clear. The integrated energy density of the seconda~ emission on the surface of the cornea also vaned
with age, from about 10 uJktn2 in older eyea to a maximum of SOpJ)cm2 in the fresh eyes.

The strong ultraviolet peak, which lies just where the cornea begins ta transmit the ultraviolet, would
appear to he most threatening h the lens. Two factors combine b make it the cornea that is at risk. The first
isgecmetry; the secondary emission is basically isotropic, so the ene~ density that reaches the lens is
greatly reduced from the value on the cornea. The second fachr is that the comeal damage threshold at
these wavelengths is lower than that for the lens (tuiaed on data for rabbita). To take an extreme example,

if t’~e procedure took 1000 sho~ the tital radiant exposure would be 0.06 Jlcm2’ which is comparable to the
measured damage threshold for the human comes d 310 nm. A mo}e typical 100-shot procedure would then
have considerable safety margin, about ● factor of 10 for the cornea and more than 100 for the lens (without
considering the geometrical factors that reduce the radiant expooure). Nota in Reference [81 that the
damage threshold is an exponential function of the wavelength, being a factor of 10 higher at 320 than at 310
nm.

These preliminary data do not challenge the safety of the cument p~edures, but do suggest that thi~ matter
is worthy of further investigation, We suggest that ●n ●uthoritative ●nswer can only be obtained from
measuremen~ taken during a clinical procedure to a living eye.
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